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Paranoia
Freud Museum London January11 to March 11
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Being singled out to review an exhibition called 'Paranoia' at
the Freud Museum might make you feel a little anxious. It is
almost like being asked to get some therapy by visiting the
local shrink. As it turned out it was the exhibition that
showed signs of having a split personality. With the opening
night's accent on performance, the museum was used as an
event space, and by contrast, viewing the exhibition early the
next day led to a far less frantic encounter -yet the mclusion
of over 40 artists meant that the exhibition did not necessarily show signs ofwanting to be read in a quiet way either.
On the mght of the preview, Daniel Baker's foreboding,
roughly hewn wooden signs were stationed on the path to the
front door. Collectively titled Wish You Were Here, 2006, they
announced warnings like 'Keep Out' and 'No Trespassing' and
provided a house-of-horrorsaura to the proceedings. Oreet
Ashery, Doug Fishbone and Ernilia Telese all staged performances, and it soon became dear that current global tensions
set the primary theme. Asheqs action Left, Right, 2007, for
example, involved two male figures fitted out in traditional
Muslim and Jewish dress. While the performers sat and massaged the centre of visitors' hands, the work dealt with the psychological pressure that an individual might experience while
simultaneouslytrying to make sense of each religion's perspective. In turn, Telese's The Enemy, 2007, played with Freud's
conception of religion as 'The Enemy', and consisted of a

performance and installation questioning Catholicism, while
Fishbone's Untitled, 2007, positioned a Muslim character in a
small pen and pointed to the idea of religion and the global
political situation as mass delusion or paranoid wish fulfilment.
On a more extreme level, Jackie Salloum's Planet of the
Arabs, 2003 - a spectacular collage of dips from mainstream
action films depicting Muslims as terrorists and psychotic aiminals - was projected in the entrance hall during the opening,
while in the exhibition it was shown on a small plasma screen
upstairs. The film's dosing credits point out that, out of around
1,000 films watched in the making of the piece, approximately
goo contained negative representations of Muslims. Somehow
this did not really come as a surprise, but curatorial canniness
had situated this work dose to Rachel Wilberforce's A Time in
Place: H u h and Amina, 2007, a work which contained portraits of and notes written by two young British Muslim
women. Both speak about how positive they still feel towards
showing outward signs of their faith in London after the bombings on July 7 2005. This standpoint emphasised Salloum's
point about the discrepancy m mainstream entertainment and
the media about 'true' depictions of Muslims in the West, and
connected extremely well with Helmut Lohr's work across the
staircase. Lohr's Picking the Wave of Time, Transmuting PARANOIA, Dedication to Sigmund Freud, 2006167, consisted of
dozens of quotations from Freud written on scraps of paper and
pinned to the wall. 'Our triumph is courage over fear and truth
over deceit' rang true with Wilberforce's portrait, but also, more
uncomfortably, so did the scrap of paper that read 'remember,
nothing is as it appears to be', which, despite commenting on
noble pride in one's faith, also pointed to the destructive nature
of fundamentalist belief.
Nearby, Jeremy Deller's Untitled, 2002, and Franco B's
They Shoot Children, Don't They?, 2006, sat a little too comfortably together. Deller's small framed photographs, which
present American children sitting on floats in a carnival procession with flags and large crosses, were positioned cleverly
on a table next to the Freud family pictures, and although
Franco B's work looked predictable in relation to Deller's
work - bunting of British and American flags splattered with
blood hung over the banister of the staircase - it still held a
certain power in its attempt to push home the reality of the
war in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Aside from the concern for contemporary art with an
accent on crisis, religion, war and Middle Eastern art, the
exhibition also focused on Balkan work during and after the
demise of Yugoslavia, which is a major concern for the exhibition's curator, Predrag Pajdic. Of this, perhaps Maja Bajevic's Merry Christmas and Happy New Year, 2005 - which
showed wrecks of buildings in Bosnia adorned with elaborately lit Christmas decorations - or Vesna Mikevic's Cage,
2006 - photos of a Serbian apartment block whose windows
face in on each other -were the most successfully 'paranoid'.
There's an obvious tension between Christianity, war and the
aforementioned triumph of courage over fear in the first
work, while the latter shares similarities with Mircea
Cantor's well-known Deeparturs, 2005, a film projection
which captures a deer and a wolf imprisoned in a white cube
gallery. Each animal in the film keeps its distance and
appears confused and dejected, but these could simply speak
of emotions that we project onto them, rather than any real
tension in the room.
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If there was a film that really caused confusion in the
exhibition, it was Tim Blake's Big Secret, 2005. Famously
ridiculed for his paranoid theories, David Icke is shown
giving a long monologue to the camera, s p e a k q about ideas
of 'shape-shifting'. Quoting Morphius from The Matrix, he
states emphatically that we are being controlled by a network
of secret societies, and that our bodies are 'prison cells of
possibility that are there to delude us'. In a strange way,
Blake's work puts a finger on the sore spot of ambiguity in
'Paranoia' that is only hinted at in the more programmatic
style of the other work in the exhibition. If Freud said that
paranoid delusions are like philosophical systems, or scientific theories, because they try to make sense of the world
and our place in it, then Icke's theories are a classic example
of this, and somehow, in the exhibition, the work becomes a
metaphor for the possibility of radical political change and its
possibility through contemporaryart.
If 'Paranoia' was successful in any way, it was because it
provided a view of the world through political and religious
belief in a way that mixed reality and fantasy in equal measure. And, if there is an element of truth in the possibility of a
world super state, or the total control of our collective reality
through the media, then it might be worth listening to some
of the voices in this exhibition. As Icke says ominously about
his view that a global elite controls us because our bodies are
simply 'holographic illusions': 'If you don't know that, and the
manipulators do, they can simply play you like a violin - and
they do.'
Paranoia is also at Swiss Cottage Central Library until March 10.
ANDREW HUNT is

curator of International Project Space, Birmingham, and reviews editor of Untitled.

ILapdogs of the Bourgeoisie
Gasworks London November 10 to January 14

In the 1970s the League of Socialist Artists traced the historical development of the,artwork from the 'auristic' artefact of imperialism to formalist obscurantism to anti-art
nihilism to a reactionary return to the auristic object. Presented as a vacillation of irrelevances in relation to the
working dam, the phenomenology of the artwork was primarily examined through socio-economic dynamics and
access privileges. These concerns are further complicated
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today by our perception of reciprocal relationships between
artist, audience, institution and market, the mainstream
political franchising of cultural production and all manner
of ideological inflections on use and exchange values of artworks, from cultural capital to social salve.
Issues of class and art, then, are not so easy to unpick
and, perhaps wisely, artists tend to avoid direct reflection
on such subject matter. Rather than representing class
struggle, whether allegorically or self-reflexively, art tends
to grapple more ardently with hierarchies delineated by
ethnic, national and religious difference. In an attempt to
dissect the hornets' nest of class, 'Lapdogs of the Bourgeoisie', curated by Nav Haq and Tirdad Zolghadr, takes
potshots at this expansive terrain but finds few targets
beyond standard commonsensical positions, like the passive adoption of John Prescott's adage that we are all
middle class now. At best the show could be applauded for
foregrounding a hierarchy that has been bumped to the
back seat by more apparently pressing ones; at worst it
could be accused of a curatorial intent that overstretches
the art to gossamer thinness. Many pieces simply don't cut
the mustard discursively, lacking the piquancy required of
political polemic or analysis.
The discussion between staff of Gasworks and Triangle
Arts in Marion von Osten's IAm Like That Anyway, 2006,
takes Madonna's H&M advert as its starting point, and is
to be listened to on headphones while watching video
footage of the participants striking informal poses on a
series of white plinths. (These plinths also appear in the
gallery - a translation between the real and the representational and a nod to Minimalism that, like a parenthetical
subclause, scrambles the main thrust of the audio-visual
elements.) The participants happen to be a good-looking
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Two strikingly original bookworks
that explore the artists7 own continuing
concerns whilst considering the entangled
relationships between commissioner
and artist, place and artwork.
&8 each/Si5 for set
Includes critical essay by curator

Available at a l l good bookshops
or via Cornerhouse publications
www.cornerhouse.org/books
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